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Pilot Program Overview:

Three campuses chosen to participate: Desert Mountain HS, Mountainside MS, and Mohave MS
• Vendor access to campus
• Ease of installation

Criteria for Classroom Selection at each campus:
• Classrooms with medically fragile students
• Classrooms with occupants with ADA accommodations
• Classrooms with the highest student load
• Classrooms with higher risk activities like band and vocal classrooms

Data collection process:
• Pre-installation airborne particulate sampling
• Post-installation airborne particulate sampling
• Post-installation classroom occupant survey
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How Ionization Works
GPS’ NPBI technology works to safely clean the air inside industrial, commercial and residential buildings. The
patented technology uses an electronic charge to create a plasma field filled with a high concentration of + and - ions.
As these ions travel with the air stream they attach to particles, pathogens and gas molecules. The ions help to
agglomerate fine sub-micron particles, making them filterable. The ions kill pathogens by robbing them of life-
sustaining hydrogen. The ions breakdown harmful VOCs with an Electron Volt Potential under twelve (eV<12) into
harmless compounds like O2, CO2, N2, and H2O. The ions produced travel within the air stream into the occupied
spaces, cleaning the air everywhere the ions travel, even in spaces unseen.

What is an Ion you may ask?
An ion is a molecule or atom that is positively or negatively charged, meaning that it has electrons to give or needs
electrons to become uncharged, thus becoming stable.

Mother Nature’s Way of Cleaning
GPS’ technology generates the same ions as Mother Nature creates with lightning, waterfalls, and ocean waves.
Mother Nature uses energy to break apart molecules. It is nature’s way of cleansing the air naturally and creating a
healthy environment. The only difference is that GPS’ technology does it without forming ozone or other harmful
byproducts.
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GPS DELIVERS P.O.P.E.
Particle Reduction
The GPS NPBI technology reduces airborne particles (i.e., dust, pet dander, pollen) through agglomeration. The ions attach to
the airborne particles. The particles are subsequently attracted to one another, effectively increasing their mass and size. The
air filtration system easily captures the larger particles, increasing the capture efficiency of your HVAC system.

Odor Reduction
During the GPS cleaning process chemical, pet, cooking, and other odors are broken down into basic harmless compounds,
leaving the indoor air fresh smelling and free of odor causing VOCs.

Pathogen Reduction
During the GPS cleaning process the NPBI technology attacks and kills viruses, mold spores and bacteria. The ions steal away
hydrogen from the pathogens, leaving them to die, and leaving you with clean and healthy indoor air

Energy Saving
GPS’ environmentally friendly cleaning process allows commercial buildings to significantly reduce the amount of outdoor air
required to operate. This equates to a safer, more comfortable environment that requires up to 30% less energy to condition.
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